
WHOM

will you vote for?

What both candidates

don't want you to know
McCain and Obama are bought and paid for. The ultimate objectives either
would carry out are the same. Although each believes in taking a somewhat
different path, both routes lead toward the identical destination. It’s called
the New World Order. George Bush, Sr. talked about it... so did Bill Clinton.
Henry Kissinger is obsessed with it. McCain and Obama fully support it. If
you don’t know what the New World Order is, you need to find out now.
Why? Because if we as a nation don’t stand against it immediately, our way
of life will soon be destroyed. 

You’ve been purposely mislead and lied to

It's no secret that our country is in deep financial trouble. Our national debt
has grown to over 9 trillion dollars. The Federal Reserve keeps printing
money and in 2006, they stopped reporting to the American people how
much they are dumping into circulation. 

What is the Federal Reserve anyway? We’ve been mislead to believe it’s a
government agency when it is not! Rather, the Fed is a private corporation,
run and controlled by a small group of powerful international bankers. These
bankers also control nearly every other central bank in the world, as well as
the IMF and the World Bank. When our government needs money, the
Federal Reserve simply prints more, gives it to the government and charges
them interest. This is where the national debt comes from. Your income tax
primarily goes to pay off that interest. Thus, our tax dollars travel right into
the hands of the international bankers who control the Federal Reserve. But
our income taxes are not enough. So, the government continually borrows
more money from the Federal Reserve and the Fed simply prints more. As a
result, we get an ever-increasing national debt and spiralling inflation.

Who is the most powerful person in
the US and, perhaps, the world?

It's not George Bush or Dick Cheney. It's David
Rockefeller. He and his "Elite Mafia" friends
control the IMF, The World Bank, The Federal
Reserve, OPEC and virtually every central
bank in the world.

Below is a quote from Mr. Rockefeller about the media's silence on the
plans of the "super elite".

“We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York Times, Time
Magazine and other great publications whose directors have attended
our meetings and respected their promises of discretion for almost
forty years. It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan



for the world if we had been subjected to the light of publicity during
those years. But now the world is more sophisticated and prepared to
march towards a world government. The supra-national sovereignty of
an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the
national auto-determination practiced in past centuries.”
David Rockefeller
1991 Bilderberger meeting
Baden, Germany

In 1913, when the Federal Reserve Act was snuck through Congress through
the chicanery of John D. Rockefeller and J.P. Morgan, there was virtually no
inflation and no national debt. Over the past 95 years, the Federal Reserve
bankers have made trillions in profits. They’ve used much of that money to
buy a significant chunk of corporate American, including the mainstream
news media. By controlling the news media, they are able to keep their
actions unnoticed. These bankers have also gotten our nation involved in
wars because conflicts increase government spending. Thus, they make
enormous profits. Recently, these elitists pushed the housing market toward
adjustable mortgages, and interest only and negative amortization
loans.These have led to over one million foreclosures and counting. Most of
those who have purchased homes in the last decade are working harder than
ever just to cover their monthly payments on their over-inflated mortgages.
This is what these international bankers want... keeping us so busy just
trying to survive. They’ve convinced us to spend what little free time we
have watching sports, meaningless television shows and news programs
overloaded with propaganda and lies that we’re all too tired to question. Now
they've brought us "the bailout" (Emergency Economic Stabilization Act). This
catastrophe lets all the criminal bankers off the hook and enhances the
ability of the elite to defy the Constitution by granting martial law powers to
the executive branch of our government.

Those who control the Federal Reserve are multi-billionaires. But money isn’t
enough for them. They want more power and total control over all of us.
Thus, these super elites are currently taking pleasure in collapsing our
economy, eroding our constitutional freedoms and destroying our
sovereignty as a nation. This is part of their agenda that will lead to the New
World Order.

Thomas Jefferson said, “If the America people ever allow private banks to
control the issuance of their currencies, first by inflation and then by
deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around them will
deprive the people of all their prosperity until their children will wake up
homeless on the continent their fathers conquered.” Our current situation is
proof he was right.

Our president and the leaders of congress are told what to do. That’s the
only way they can get elected and reelected. Those who are most willing to
play their game are usually the ones the elite give the most support to. So,
the idea that we still have a democratic republic is a lie. The same people
will continue to control the direction of this nation regardless of whether
McCain or Obama is elected. Does that mean you shouldn’t vote? Not at all.
Why not take a look at the Libertarian, Constitution and Green Party
candidates? Evaluate what they stand for and choose one.

Thomas Jefferson would probably role over in his grave



if he saw his name on a US currency that said “Federal
Reserve Note”, printed by a private bank and backed
by nothing-, rather than a US Government issued bill
redeemable in gold or silver.

What should you do?
1. Be open minded. Be willing to live with the truth no

matter what that may be.

2. Do your research. Search Google and YouTube. You’ll
find numerous links. Some are credible and others
aren’t. We have provided you with several search
terms, as well as a host of links we find reliable.

3. Draw your own unbiased conclusions. Again live with
the truth.

4. If you find what you’ve researched isn’t true, throw
this away and forget about it. On the other hand, if
you consider what you see and hear is valid, send this
flyer to everyone you know.

How to defeat “The Elitists”

It is all about spreading the truth. If the American people understand what is
occurring and refuse to allow these bankers to continue to control our lives,
we can render them powerless. With enough people, we can demand that
our elected officials support legislation to rid us from the grips of the Federal
Reserve and other suppressive agencies, such as the Internal Revenue
Service. Elected officials will take the right action if they receive sufficient
pressure from their constituents. 

If we fail to persuade enough American people to demand action, our
republic is destined to fail. The elitists already have most of their plan
implemented. It may only be a matter of months before we see the collapse
of the dollar and our economy, and erasure of the freedoms we cherish. 

The good news is that there are hundreds of thousands of Americans who
are aware of the plans of these criminals bankers. Many are already
carrying out their share to spread the word to help cause the elitists’ demise.
If you find what we expound is true, please join us in our efforts to
reestablish our republic and make the future bright for generations to come.

Research these via Google and YouTube

New World Order

Council on
Foreign Relations

Bilderberg Group

Trilateral
Commission

Gull Island,
Alaska

North American
Union

Amero

Bohemian Grove

Lindsey Williams

Aaron Russo

Alex Jones

Congressman Ron
Paul

Dr. Stanley
Monteith

Bob Chapman

Jerome Corsi

You Tube & Internet Links

These links provide the evidence you need to make a sound decision as to
what and whom to believe



Lou Dobbs-The North American Union:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T74VA3xU0EA&feature=related

Glenn Beck-North American Union:
http://www.knowyourrino.com/general/a_broader_agenda.htm

Glenn Beck-New World Order:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wt2Mq1qwoE0l

George Bush, Sr.-The New World Order:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rc7i0wCFf8g

Bill Clinton-New World Order:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1etgsNU46s4

Henry Kissinger-The New World Order:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVmtbLc4t6M&feature=related

The Energy Noncrisis:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3340274697167011147

The New World Order:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJYZNX_T5Ks&feature=related

Aaron Russo on Nick Rockefeller:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5420753830426590918&ei=y3zNSK-
fF4f4-wGLzOS6Ag&q=russo

The Coming 12 Months:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFy-rye_ek4&feature=related

The Biggest Scam in History:
http://www.freedom21santacruz.net/site/media/federal-reserve/

The Late Great USA:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0CfJlkXFqg&feature=related

JFK Executive Order:
http://www.john-f-kennedy.net/executiveorder11110.htm

Confessions of an Economic Hitman:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oARBdBtGenM

Obama and the Council on Foreign Relations:
http://www.nowpublic.com/obama-cfr

Syndrome of Control:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3loiy4I0ys&feature=related

infowars.com • prisonplanet.com
restoretherepublic.com

Note: The elitists are currently trying to pursuade search engines and YouTube to remove
these links. Thus, we cannot guarantee all of them will be available.
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